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1- INTERSECT ING FAMI I JES  
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CNIAM, 34100 Montpellier, France 
We study subset families of a finite set that come from combinatorial decomposition theories 
such as graph substitution decomposition, boolean function decomposition, hypergraph or 
clutter substitution decomposition; see Omningham and Edmonds' paper [6]. 
We consider these families as ordered sets and we obtain characterization theorems in some 
particular cases. This gives us uniqueness decomposition results. 
Nous 6tudions ici des families de parties d'un ensemble fini qui apparaissent de mani~re 
naturelle d~s clue ron 6tudie les d6compositions combinatoires dassiques: de graphes, d'hyper- 
graphes, de fonetions bool6ennes, de matro'ides; el. l'article de Cunningham et Edmonds [6]. 
En consid6rant ces familles de parties ordonn6es par inclusion, nous obtenons une 
caract6risation de certaines de ees families en termes d'ensembles ordonn6s. Ceci permet en 
particulier de retrouver les th6or~mes d'um'cit6 de d6composition. 
L In t roduc l l i on  
In [6] Cunningham and Edmonds have defined "frame decompositions having 
transitivity property", which are generalizations of many combinatorial decom- 
positions. 
They have studied the splits (two-element partitions) of these decompositions. 
Interpreted in terms of subset families we get (X, ~),  ~ subset family of a finite 
~et X, such that: 
(0) ¢, X~.  
(1) VA ~ ~-{¢}, IAI>~2. 
(2) 
(3) [AAB[~>2 and AUB~X then AOB~; .  
We think that the cardinality condition is too much related to the decomposi- 
tion Cunningham and Edmonds have taken in example and thus we propose the 
~tudy of k-intersecting families (X, ~r), ~ subset family of a finite set X, such that: 
(0) 
(1) VA ~ ~r_{¢}, IAI~> K. 
(2) 
(3) IAABI>~k and A UB~X then AAB~: .  
ro begin this study, we propose here a characterization f 1-intersecting families 
in terms of other structures we have studied before in [4, 7, 8]. 
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2. 1 - in t~g tamilies 
Let X be a finite set and 3~ a family of subsets of X. 
Definition 1. (X, ~)  is a 1-intersecting family if it satisfies: 
(0) 
(1) VA~; ,A=X-Ae~; .  
(2) VA, Be~,  A fqB~,  At . JB~X~ANB~.  
When (X, ~') is such a family, we denote by O(X, ~) the family ~: ordered by 
inclusion and more generally we call 1-intersecting order, any order 0 isomorphic 
to some O(X, ~). 
We begin with an immediate property of those families. 
l~toperty 1. Let (X, ~;) be a 1-intersecting family and A, B minimal in ~-(X}; / /  
A~B then AOB=X.  
Let 0 = (Eo, <~0) a 1-intersecting order with 0, 1 as minimum and maximum 
elements. Then for every a minimal element in 0, E0 -{0}, there exists b maximal 
in E0 - {1} such that a ~0 b. In particular, we have a ^  b = 0 and a v b = 1, and thus 
b is called the complement of a and denoted by & 
To obtain examples of such families, we just have to consider combinatorial 
decomposition theories. 
For instance, let G =(X, U) be a directed graph, A ~_X is said to be an 
externally related subset of G if 
Vx, y ~ A, N+(x)- A = N+(y) -  A, 
N-(x ) -  A = N- (y ) -  A. 
It is well known (see [4-7, 9]) that A is an externally related subset of G iff 
G = G[A~ (A), where G/A is the graph obtain from G by shrinking A in a single 
vertex a, G(A) the subgraph of G induced by A, and where the above notation is 
the substitution otation. 
Thus externally related subsets are associated with graph substitution decom- 
position (also called lexicographic sum, X-join, R-congruence,.. .) .  
If we define ~:(G)= {A_  X IA or ~ is externally related subset of G}, we 
have: 
Pro l~r~ 2. (X, 3~(G)) is a 1-intersecting family. 
Proof. Tedious but not very hard. [] 
Similarly the same result holds for indirected graphs substitution decomposition 
or for boolean function decomposition or hypergraph (resp. clutter) substitution 
decomposition, see references. 
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In [7], Habib has introduced the following notion to study directed graph 
ubstitution decomposition. 
Let e be a family of subset of a finite set X (e is supposed ordered by 
aclusion). 
I~q~mition 2. (X, e) is a substitution lattice if it satisfies the three following axioms: 
(0) ¢ ,X~;  
O) VA, Bee ,  AOB~e;  
(ii) for every A, B ~ e that intersect properly (i.e. such that A n B ~ ~, A - B ~ ¢, 
nd B - A ~ ~) then A U B, B - A, A - B e e. 
The relationship with decomposition is dear: 
'roperty 3. If ~(G) is the set of all externally related subsets of a graph G = 
X, U), then (X, qg(G)) is a substitution lattice. 
lote. Of course, as in Property 2, this statement is also valid for the other 
ecompositions cited above. 
. 1-intersecting tamilies and substitution lattices 
We first have a simple result: 
~,er ty  4. Let (X, 30 be a 1-intersecting family and A ~ ~:, A ~ X, then (A, A]) 
a substitution lattice. (Where A]  = {B ~ 3~ [ B ___ A}.) 
hroot. We just have to prove that VA, B ~ 3~ such that A O B¢  X and A,B  
ltersect properly then A O B, A - B, B - A e 3~. 
Let us consider B and A ;  we have 
BAA=B-A¢~ and BUA=X- (A-B)¢X,  
1us using axiom (2) B n A = B - A e 3~. 
Similarly, we obtain A -  B ~ 3 ~. 
Furthermore, ft. n /~ = X-  A U B =fi- ~ and ft, U B = X-  A A B ~ X. 
[ence, also with axiom (2) ,4 n/~ e 3~. 
Thus, with axiom (1), A U B ~ ~. [] 
So a 1-intersecting family contains many substitution lattices. 
.1. Twin substitution 
In order to precise how substitution lattices are integrated into 1-intersecting 
unifies, we need operations on these structures. 
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Let I=  (X, 2~) be a 1-intersecting family, and A minimal in ~-{0} and 
H = (B, 9~) a substitution lattice, where A and B are disjoint. 
Detlnltion 3. 
X t = 
F t = 
IA ~ = (X', $:') is obtained from I by twin-substitution f H in A, if 
(X -A)OB,  
{F ~ ~I  A ~ F}U{(F -A)U  B [ A c F~ :T} 
t3 ~ O{(X-A)U(B-E)  I E ~} 
=,@~ o,.@2u ~ u ~. 
We immediately have: 
q['aeorem 1. Ir~ is a 1-intersecting family. 
ProoL ~:' trivially verifies condition (0) of a 1-intersecting family. Furthermore: 
If Ee~ then E=X' -Ee~.  
If Ee l :  then E' = X-  E D_ A and thus 
(E ' -A )UB~ ~:2, as E=(E ' -A )UB then/~2.  
If E ~ ~2, then similarly /~ = X' -E  ~ ~.  Thus ~:' verifies (1). Let us now 
consider the last axiom of 1-intersecting families. 
Let E, F~ ~'  with E O F# O and E U F# X' then we have to consider several 
cases :  
Case 1. E, F ~ ~. Then E N F~ ~ by axiom (i) of substitution lattices, hence 
E OF~ ~'.  
Case 2. Similarly when E, F~ ~. Then/~, /~ ~1, and/~ n /~# 0 implies/~ U/~ 
~1 (since ~ is a substitution lattice). Furthermore, E A F= (/~ UP) and thus 
ENF~c_~; ' .  
Case 3. E, F ~ ~;:. Then E O F ~ ~ and A c/: E A F, hence E A F ~ ~:~ ~_ ~;'. 
Case 4. E, F ~ ~r2. Then E = (E l -  A) U B, F = (F : -  A) O B with El,/7: e 
and A c E:,/71, hence E: N/7: # 0. Furthermore, E: O/7: # X (since E U F# X'), 
and using axiom (2) in ~:, we obtain Ex n/71 ~ ~. Since A c Ex O F: then E n F = 
(E~ OFx-A)O B ~ ~F2 ~_ ~;'. 
Case 5. E ~ ~,  F e ~:x, then E O F = 0 and we have finished. 
Case 6. E~,  F~;2 ,  then F=(F : -A )UB and EAF=E~_~; ' .  
Case 5'. E~,  F~:x ,  E=(B-E : )U(X-A)  with E :~.  As BAF=O,  we 
have E A F = F e ~;I ~ J ~'. 
Case 6'. E~B,  F6~i ;2  . E=(B-E~)U(X-A) ,  F=(F I -A )DB with A ~_F~e 
~x, Ex ~ ~. But this ease is not possible as E O F = X'. 
Case 7. E~I ,  F~r2 .  Then A ~ E ~ ~;x, and F = (Fx-  A ) U B with Fx ~ J;. 
E U F--fi X' => E U Fx # X and E A F~ = E A F # O; thus we have E A Fx ~ ~ r (using 
axiom (2)of  1-intersecting family). Therefore, EAF~J ;  and EAFTbzL thus 
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Case 8. Ee l ,  F~B. Then F=(X-A) t . J (B -E ' )  with E '~,  therefore 
EnF=E-E '56~.  
If E ' -E  = ~ then F tJ E = X'  which is impossible, hence E ' -E~:  0. 
If E'  N E = ~ then F ~ E and therefore E I"1F = E e ~ _ ~' .  
If E'CI E ~ ¢ then with the axiom (ii) of substitution lattices E N F = E -E '~ 
~c_~' .  [] 
3.2. Twin-extension 
Now we need an analogous operation for 1-intersecting orders. Let us give the 
idea of this new operation called twin-extension. 
Let 0x be a 1-intersecting order, T a substitution lattice, and a minimal in 
The twin-extension of 01 by T in a is obtained by changing [01, a] by T and 
[& 11] by ~(T)  (the dual of T) and by adding some relations between T and ~(T)  
(see Fig. 1). 
Let us now study this operation in hall details. 
01 = (Ex, ~<1, 01, 11), an 1-intersecting order; 
a 
11 
4 
01 
01 
01 
8, 
twin-extension of e I by T in a 
F~.I. 
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T = (E2, ~<2, 02, 12), a substitution lattice, and 
T' = (E3, ~<3, 03, 13), a lattice isomorphic to the dual of T. 
Let d be the one-to-one correspondence b tween T and T' such that d and d -1 
are both antitonic. We suppose V i # j ~ [ 1, 3], E~ N E i = 0. 
lDellnition 4. 0 = (E, ~<, 0, 1) is the twin-extension of 01 by T in a if it satisfies: 
E = (E1-{01, 11}) 0 (E2-  {lz}) L! (E3-  {03I), 
0 = 02, 1 = 13, 
x<-y ¢:~ x, y~E i  andx<-.iy, i~[1,3],or 
x ~E2, y ~E1 and a~<ly, or 
x ~ El ,  y ~ E3 and x <~1 & or 
x ~E2, y ~E3 and x ^ 2d - l (y )=02 
(with ^ 2 the infimum in T). 
Theorem 2. The class of 1-intersecting orders is closed under twin-extension. 
Proof. Let us consider 0, a 1-intersecting order, as defined above. 
First we notice that the binary relation on E denoted by <~ is reflexive and 
antisymmetric. Let us consider now the transitivity: x <~ y and y ~< z. 
According to the definition of ~<, we just have to consider the following cases, 
where x, y, z do not belong to the same ~:  
x, y~Ex,  z~E3: then x~<xy and y<~l~, thus x<~l~ and so x<~z. 
x, y ~E2, z ~El:  then X~<ey and a<~x z, therefore obviously x<~z. 
x ,y~E2,  z~E3: then x~<zy and y^2d- l ( z )=0z ,  thus x^ed-l(z)<~ 
Y ^ 2 d- l(z)  = 02 and so x ~< z. 
x ~ El ,  y ~ E3 and thus z ~ E 3. Then x ~<1 a implies x ~< z. 
x ~ E2, y ~ EI, z ~ E1. Then a <~l y <~x z :r> a ~x z so x <~ z. 
x ~ E2, y ~ Ez, z ~ E3. Then it is not possible as a <~1 Y ~<1 & 
Secondly we prove that 0 is an 1-intersecting order. 
Since 01 is a 1-intersecting order, there exists an isomorphism [: 01 ~ O(X1, el). 
Similarly there exists g:T--->(X2, e2). We may assume X1NX2=0,  and let us 
denote [(a) by A. Let (X3, e3) be defined as follows: 
X3 = (X1-  A ) U X2, 
ea = {(X l -  A)  U (X2-  E) I E e e2}. 
(X3, e3) is isomorphic to the dual of T, because if d' :(X2, e2)--* (X3, e3) is such 
that VEEe2,  d ' (E )=(Xx-A)O(X2-E) ,  then d' is an isomorphism and d', d '-1 
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are both antitonic. We have the following diagram; 
g 
T > (X2, e2) 
T' > (X3, e3) 
hod=d'og .  
We now prove that 0 is isomorphic to (X, e), with 
X=(X1-A)OX2,  
p 
e = e lU  e~U e2Oe3, 
where 
e~={(F -A)OX2[A  ~_F, Fe  el}, 
e~ = {F[ A~F and F~ el}. 
Let us denote E~ = {x ~ Ex[a ~ lx}  and E'~ = {x ~ El lx <~1 t~}, thus we can define 
¢ : 0 --> (X, e)  such that: 
Vx~E~, q~(x)=(f (x) -A)UX2,  
Vx e EL  ,p(x) = f(x) ,  
Vx e E2, = g(x) ,  
Vx ~ 17,3, q~(x) =h(x). 
' /E" :E~-~ " (1) q~ is a one-to-one mapping, since q>/E~:E~-->el, q~ 1 el, 
q~/E2 :E2 ~ 82 and ¢/E3 : Ea "-> e3 are one-to-one mappings, besides 
¢(12) = g(12) = q~(a) = ( f (a ) -  A) O X2 = X2, 
~(a) = f(a)  = h(0a) = X1-  A, 
¢(01)  =  (09 = O, 
¢(11) = '¢(13) = (X~- A ) tJ X2. 
(2) ¢p is an isomorphism from E to e (i.e., Vx, y ~ E, x ~< y ¢~ q~(x) ~ ¢(y)). 
Let us verify this last property in several cases. 
Case 1. x, y e E l  (resp. E2, E3). As f (resp. g, h) is an isomorphism from 01 to 
(X1, el) (resp. from T to (X2, e2), from T' to (X3, e3)), thus we have x~<ly¢:~ 
f(x)~_ f(y), (resp. x<~2y ¢~ g(x)_q g(y), x~<3y ¢~ h(x)~_h(y)). 
Case 2. x, y ~ E~. As f is an isomorphism we have x ~<1 Y ¢~ f(x) ~_ f(y). Furth- 
ermore, a~lx  and a<~ly implies A~_f(x) and A_ f (y ) ;  thus 
f(x) ~ f(y) ¢:~ ( [ (x ) -  A)  LI X2 __ ( / (y ) -  A)  t_l X2. 
Therefore, x ~<x Y ¢~ ~0(x) _ q~(y). 
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Case 3. x, y ~ E~: since ¢(x) = f(x) the result is obvious. 
Case 4. x ~ E'~, y ~ E~. Then x ~<1 a and thus f(x) ___ X1-  A; similarly, as a ~<1 Y
we have A ___ f(y). 
Hence 
x~ly  ~ f(x)~_f(y) ¢~ f (x )~_( f (y ) -A )OX2 
¢,  
Case 5. The case where x ~ E~, y ~ E7 is obviously impossible with x ~<1 Y. 
Case 6. x ~ F_~, y ~ E~. Then x<~y ¢~ a~<xy. 
We notice q~(x)=g(x)~X2 and q~(y)=( f (y) -A)UX2,  and thus q~(x)~_ 
q (y) x <y. 
Case 7. x ~ Ea, y ~ E3: then x ~< y ¢~ x ~<~ 5, q~(x) = f(x), q~(y) = h(y). 
as  and q~(y)~X1-A we have x~<y ¢~ q~(x)~q~(y). 
Case 8. x~E2,  y~E3: then x~<y ¢~ xA2d-l(y)=02 ¢~ g(x)Ng(d-l(y))=O. 
Then q~(x)= g(x) and 
q~(y) = h(y) = d' o g o d,~(y) 
= (x l  - A) u (X2-  g(d-X(y)). 
Therefore, 
g(x)Ng(d-X(y))=O ¢~ g(x)~_X2-g(d-~(y)) ¢~ q~(x)_,p(y). 
Thus we have finished and 0 is isomorphic to (X, e) the twin-substitution of
(X~, ex) by (X2, e2) in A and therefore (X, e) is an 1-intersecting order by 
Theorem 1. [] 
3.3. A construction method for 1-intersecting orders 
Let us recall some properties of substl'tution lattices [7, 8]. We denote by: 
Br, K integer >~ 1, the boolean lattice of order 2K; 
Mr, K integer--> 1, the lattice of order K+2 with exactly K elements which 
are both atom and coatom; 
GK, K integer >I 1, the lattice of order 1 +½K(K + 1) isomorphic to the lattice 
obtained by ordering all the intervals of [1, K] by inclusion. 
Theorem 3 ([7]). For any integer K ~ 1, BK, Mr  GK are substitution lattices and, 
moreover, the class of substitution lattices is the smallest class of lattices which 
contains the lattices BK, MK, Gr for any integer K>~ 1, and closed by atomic 
extension. 
We denote by atomic extension of a substitution lattice T in a (a is an atom of 
T) by T', the lattice obtained when changing in T the interval [~, a] by T'. 
The atomic extension operation for substitution lattices corresponds to the 
substitution operation in their associated graphs or hypergraphs, and is defined as 
follows. 
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Let T~=(~, <~i, 0i, 1~, A~, Vi), for i = 1, 2, be two lattices on the sets E~, such that 
E1 Q E2 = ~ and where ~<~ is the partial order on ~ associated with T~; 0i and li 
are respectively the least and the greatest element of T~, and ^ i, v~ represent 
respectively the lower and upper bound of T~. 
Let a be an atom of 7"1. Then the substitution of the interval [01, a] by T2 in T1 
gives another lattice T called the atomic extension of T1 by T2 in a. More 
precisely, T= (E<~, 0, 1, ^ , v) where E is that set obtained from El t.JE2 by 
identifying 01 with 02 in 0, and a with 12 in a. Clearly, 1 = 11. Let us define the 
binary relation <~ on E as follows: 
x <~ y i t  (x, y ~ E1 and x <~1 Y) or (x, y ~ E2 and x ~<2 Y) 
or (x e E2, y E E 1 and a ~<~ y). 
Trivially, ~< partial orders E. 
Let us now consider 
E~={x~E[a~x,x~a},  E~={xeEla<~x}.  
(Obviously, E2={x eE I x<~a}, E2NE i=O,  E2QE~={a}, E~ QE~=O). 
The lower bound ^ , and the upper bound v of T exist and are given by, for 
i=  1,2, 
(x, y) ~ E~, 
(x, y) ~ E~ x E2, 
(x, y) ~ E jxE2 ,  
Hence, T = (/3, ~<, 0, 1, A, v) is a lattice. 
Before going further we need two lemmas: 
XAy=XAiy  and xvy  =xv iy ;  
xAy =0 and xvy=xv la ;  
x^y=y andxvy=x.  
I~mma 1[. Let O(X, e) be a 1-intersecting order. VA maximal in e -X ,  (A, A]) is 
isomorphic to B1 iff (X, e) is isomorphic to B 2. 
l Ih~t.  Let us suppose VA maximal in e -X ,  (A, A]) is isomorphic to B1. 
Then ff A is maximal in e -  X, A is maximal too. 
Let us suppose that O(X, e) has three different maximal elements A, A, B. By 
Property 1 we have ALI B- -X ,  thus .A D_ B and this is a contradiction with the 
maximality of B. [] 
2. If  8(X, e) is a 1-intersecting order non-isomorphic to BE, then there 
exists B ~ e such that: 
(B, B]) is a subsatution lattice isomorphic to some lattice BK, MK or GK, with K 
integer >1. 
For every C ~ e, 
O# BriCk: B => (C= ~ or C ~ B), 
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and (X, e) is obtained by twin-substitution of (Xx, e~) in b by (B, B]), where 
X I=(X-B)U{b} and 
et={(F-B)U{b}lFe e,B c F} U{F I Fc /~,Fe  e}= e~ Ue~'. 
ProoL With Lemma 1 we know there exists at least A e e -X  and maximal such 
that (A, A]) is not isomorphic to B1. (A, A]) is a substitution lattice (by Property 
4) and thus, using the previous Theorem "3, there exists B _~ A with (B, B]) 
isomorphic to some lattice BK, Mr, GK, K integer > 1, and (A, A]) is obtained by 
atomic extension from a substitution lattice A'  in b by (B, B l). 
We now prove: Cq:B such that B~CNB~O then CD/].  
(1) If C U A ~ X, since C n A _ C n B ~ 0, then C' = C O A e e but C' and B 
intersect properly, as A is maximal, which is impossible by the construction 
yielded by Theorem 3. 
(2) If CUA =X, then t~___A and B~CAB~ and the result is identical to 
the previous case. 
Let us verify the axioms of 1-intersecting orders: 
(0) is trivially satisfied. 
(1) If Feet  then F=(F ' -B)U{b} with F 'ee and F'DB. Then 
Xx-F=(X-B)U{b}- (F ' -B )U{b} 
=X-F 'ee .  
Since X -F '~/~,  then F '=X1-Fee~_e l .  
If F e e ~ then Fc / ]  and Fee;  
~= X1-F=(X-B)O{b}-F=((X-F)-B)U{b}. 
Since X -Fee  and B~_X-F  then Pee~ce l .  
(2) Let/7, Geex such that FAG#O,  FUG# X1. We have to distinguish three 
cases :  
Case 1. F, Gee~. Since F, Gee  and FAG~(J,  FUG~X then FnGee.  
" thus FAG~ex.  Furthermore F n G e e 1, 
Case 2. F, Gee~. Then F=(F'-B)U{b}, G=(G'-B)U{b}, 
G', F' e e, with F'D_B, G'D_B; 
FAG=(F 'AG' -B)U{b}~O.  
Besides F'AG'D_B=> F'AG'~O; F'UG'=X=:> FUG=X~. Thus 
F 'UG'~X and we have F 'AG 'e  e, B~_F'AG'. 
Therefore, FAG = (F' n G' -B)  u{b}~ e~_ el. 
Case 3. Fe el; Gee~. F=(F'-B)U{b}, BcF'ee_ and Gee', 
FnG=((F ' -B )U{b})nG=(F ' -B )nG= F' nG# ¢. 
F' U G = X ~ F U G = X~ and thus F' U G ~ X. Therefore, F' n G e e and since 
F'nG~_B, FOG=F'nGee~C_el .  
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To finish the proof, let as denote by (X', e') the twin-substitution f (X1, el) in b 
by (B,B]). 
B, 
e '= {(F-{b})  U B I F ~ e~, b ~ F} 
U{F  ~ e~ I be F} U{E ~ B]} U {(X ' -  B)} U {(B-  E) IE ~ B]}. 
Obviously, X' = X. Besides e' ¢ e ==> =IF ~ e such that F N B ¢f l  and F~b B, which 
is excluded as seen previously. 
Therefore e' = e. []  
Now, we can formulate our main result: 
"Iteorem 4. The class of 1-intersecting orders is the smallest class of partial orders 
that contains B2 and closed under twin-extension. 
Proof. Obvious with the previous lemmas and Theorem 2. [] 
Thus we can apply to 1-intersecting orders the decomposition results obtained 
for substitution lattices [7, 8]. 
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